
HAIRSKEEN 
 - STYLE YOUR HEAD -

Thinning? Bald? 

Want your hair back? 

Hairskeen is THE answer. 

Hairskeen is a non-surgical  

hair replacement solution that was 

created so men could have the  

full head of hair they used to have  

or always wanted.  With three systems, 

80+ color options, and various 

densities to choose from, Hairskeen 

can be the answer for anyone 

frustrated with their existing hair. 

Designed by hairstylists, these 

systems feel and, most importantly, 

look like your hair. 

R I C K Y  N E W T O N ,  J R  
Salon Inspired

1064 N 204th Ave, Elkhorn, NE 68022

www.rickynewtonjr.com

I understand what you are going through.  

My hair began thinning in my early 20s;  

I was determined to find the “silver 

bullet” to bring back the hair I loved.  

After multiple medications, treatments, 

and three surgeries, I was left frustrated.  

Nothing worked. It was time to give up 

and shave it all off.   

Thankfully, I found Hairskeen.  This 

product was what I had been looking for 

all along.  I cannot begin to tell you what 

joy and relief I felt when I first saw myself 

with the system on. It was a feeling I want 

you to experience for yourself.   

Please don’t hesitate and schedule a 

consultation with me.  

You deserve to have the hair you want. 

http://www.rickynewtonjr.com


Consultation (30 minutes)  30

Hair System              700

Initiation (3 hours)              800

    - Template & Cut-in

    - Scalp Prep & Application

    - Hair Cut

Session (2 hours)              200

    - Scalp Prep & Re-Application

    - Hair Cut

Visit (15 minutes)   15

    - Maintenance of edges, etc.

PRICING & RATES

S U B S C R I P T I O N S

These subscriptions are designed so that you can go about your regular life without worry.
I have put together some subscription packages based on various types of lifestyles.

Leisure: for the man with dry skin, who doesn’t sweat much, and is pretty chill.
Active: for the guy who works out occasionally but also likes going out on the weekends.   

Athlete: for the sweaty man who doesn’t miss a day at the gym and thrives being on the go.  

3 MONTH (10% OFF)    

                System Initiation    Sessions     Visits        Value       Monthly  

Leisure      1        1                1              2            $2180          $670    

Active          2               1                1              2            $2880          $880 

Athlete        2               1                2              2            $3080          $940

6 MONTH (15% OFF)    

                System Initiation    Sessions     Visits        Value       Monthly  

Leisure      2        1                3               4            $3760         $550    

Active          3               1                 3              4            $5160         $755 

Athlete        3               1                 5              4            $5560         $810

12 MONTH (25% OFF)    

                System Initiation    Sessions     Visits        Value       Monthly  

Leisure      3        1                7               8           $6920          $470    

Active          4               1                 7              10         $8350          $560 

Athlete        4               1                 9              12         $8780          $590
Note: Subscriptions require credit card numbers be kept 

on file so you can be charge on the approved payment day 
of each month per agreement. 

Hairskeen provides the highest quality 
product possible.  

Each hair system is equipped with V-loop 
skin technology allowing the hair to stay 

longer and the hair itself must pass a 
rigorous five-point inspection before it is 

installed onto the advanced skins. 


